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Who is this guy?

Involved with simulation and games since 1995
Worked on SIMNET for the US Army
PC gaming

Titles include WarBirds 1 & 2, Fighter Squadron, AMA 
SuperBike, NHRA Drag Racing, NHRA Main Event

30+ Casino Games (yeah, yeah)
Worked on core technology for several console games

D&D Heroes, Mission Impossible: Operation SURMA, and 
T3: Redemption (NGC, PS2, Xbox)

Former member of the Graphics and Computer Vision 
group at Nokia Research Center
Now the CSSD graphics software technical lead at Texas 
Instruments working on OMAP



Introduction

To obtain similar features and relatively 
high levels of performance, mobile 
hardware has made some tradeoffs 
compared to the power of your desktop

Mobile 3D hardware is not a 
“Mini-me” of your desktop PC.



Introduction…

If you are just learning mobile 3D or have 
learned about graphics and performance on a 
more “traditional” platform such as a PC or 
console, this presentation should help you:

Recognize the most important areas in mobile power 
and performance for 3D and game development
Take appropriate lessons learned from desktop 
development whenever possible…
Avoid lessons from the desktop which can make your 
game slower or more power-hungry than it could be!



Mobile performance preview

Some you know, some you may not…
Sorted by acronym the main problems 
are:

CPU 
GPU
Memory
Your game



The Mobile CPU

No, it doesn’t have a Hemi.



The Mobile GPU

No, there’s not really a tiny 3dfx 
Voodoo™ card in that handset



Mobile Memory

It’s SLOOOOOOOW…..

This is a huge performance bottleneck. 
We will see that this can impact the game 
and even the performance of the mobile 
GPU



Mobile App Behavior

How your app or game 
behaves can have a big impact 
on battery consumption –
something most developers 
new to mobile have little or no 
experience with.



The Mobile CPU

Your 0.3 GHz workhorse



The Mobile CPU…

Desktop optimizations work just fine
Cache-friendly algorithms
Algorithm optimization, etc

Use low-fidelity simulations – fake it!
Nobody will care if your physics model is 
awesome if your framerate isn’t
Consider Gran Turismo™ on PS1

You can do a lot with a little!



The Mobile CPU…

Leverage the desktop in your pipeline
Bake in lighting in your levels
Pre-compute data for your AI
Consider precalculating just about anything 
which is compute-intensive but compact

Mobile CPU instruction sets often have 
unique features - even SIMD or 
instructions to help video processing …
See if they can help your algorithm



The Mobile CPU…

If it’s in there - use that GPU!
It can be faster just to draw something rather 
than attempt to cull it on CPU (When in 
doubt, measure it!)
Often you can even save power if the GPU 
can do something much more efficiently (i.e. 
in fewer cycles) than the general-purpose 
CPU can – even with highly optimized 
assembly code (skinning comes to mind)
Check for GLES extensions



The Mobile GPU

Most mobile handsets use some form of  
tile-based rendering…



The Mobile GPU…

There are about as many ways to do 
tiling as there are mobile 3D chipsets –
we’ll just cover the generic concept.

So just what is tiling and 
how does it perform?



Triangles in traditional GPU

Worlds most over-simplified version™

There is one large piece of memory (i.e. 
framebuffer) where rendering occurs
Triangles with a given state come 
grouped in batches and are drawn to the 
render target almost immediately
Repeat until scene has been drawn



Triangles in traditional GPU…

Worlds most over-simplified version™

Renderstates Textures

Frame Buffer



Triangles in a tiling GPU

Worlds most over-simplified version™
The screen is divided into many small blocks – (i.e. tiles)
Triangles with a given state are submitted in batches
Triangles are stored in lists for each tile they intersect
All geometry is sorted in this way
Much later the hardware draws each tile one at a time

one tile

Screen is composed of many tiles



The screen seen as tiles

=
Each tile stores 
a list of triangles 
it contains.

Triangles can be 
in multiple tiles



Drawing a tile
Draw
Tri 1

Draw
Tri 2

Draw
Tri 3

Renderstates Textures

Renderstates Textures

Renderstates Textures



Triangles in a tiling GPU…

The “render memory” is actually tiny!

The tile rendering surface is 
usually very small – around 
32x32 or 16x16 pixels
After each tile is rendered –
this mini-frame buffer is 
copied out to the right spot in 
the “real” frame buffer surface

Tile Memory



So, why tiling?

It’s excellent at what a mobile device 
needs!
Smaller frame buffer memory means a 
much smaller area on the chip

~4KB is not unreasonable
Rendering to on-chip memory uses less 
power



So, why tiling…

Trades requirement for pixel bandwidth 
for more passes over the geometry

But this is almost always a win for typical 
scenes

Helps when multi-sampling/super-
sampling
So – smaller, less bandwidth, less power-
hungry memory…



Some observations



Some observations…

Consider: the whole scene consumes bandwidth 
once to submit/sort and again to process out of 
the tiles – it’s something like doing two passes 
over the geometry with a traditional GPU
Triangles can then be examined many times if 
they are large and span many tiles (tile overlap 
factor)

The memory bandwidth consumed by traversing these 
sorted triangles multiple times can be significant!



Some observations…

Fillrates are a bit complicated
The actual tile memory is likely to be very fast 
compared to your system memory – this helps for 
blending, etc
However, tile pixels have to be sent off to the “real”
frame buffer –something of a bandwidth tax
Your observed fillrate is some combination of how 
fast the tile memory is coupled with some measure 
of how well your system copies memory.



Some observations…

Geometry data lists are held in system 
memory for rendering at a later time
Unlike a PC or most consoles, these 
memory bandwidth crunches happen on 
YOUR side of the system (not in memory 
on the other side of an AGP bus).

(We’ll talk more about this later)



Odd behaviors

Performance of large scenes
Magic-number limits on polys
The GPU must store your scene geometry in 
a buffer somewhere.
If you exceed this and run out of space for 
new geometry, “bad things”™ can happen to 
performance

“YMMV”



Odd behaviors

Mid-frame readpixels
On traditional GPU, you cause a stall – this is 
pretty bad
“Mid-frame” doesn’t mean the same thing to 
a tiling GPU

It must stall, render everything it has stored up to 
give you the pixels
Then from this point in the scene, it must integrate 
the pre-rendered data with incoming geometry 

This makes a bad idea worse!



Some proposals



Some proposals…

Very large triangles must be visited many 
times – there is a processing and 
memory access cost per-tile in addition to 
the typical fill and triangle setup cost 
incurred by traditional renders



Some proposals…

Z-Fill passes may not help – they may 
actually hurt performance

There is a memory hit for submitting the 
scene because the tiles will store 2x the data 
before rendering (remember it does not 
rasterize triangles immediately). So it must 
process 2x the geometry per tile and touch 
each triangle about 4 times(!)
Some architectures can sort triangles within 
the tiles – and might not generate non-visible 
fragments
More of a concern for GLES 2.0 content



Some proposals…

State sorting
This becomes slightly less important
Consider: As shown earlier, a tiling GPU 
must store and switch between states for 
every single triangle in a tile.
Render-state switches at the lowest level 
are designed to be fast!



Some proposals…

State sorting…
Your engine should (of course) sort 
geometry submission by texture, but if 
your engine spends lots of CPU cycles 
sorting by subsequent state like materials 
– perhaps you can save this overhead.
Try to minimize GLES state calls at this 
point, rather than spending cycles re-
organizing the same number of calls  -
Measure it!



Mobile Memory

This is perhaps the biggest difference 
between a mobile device and your typical 
desktop or console mindset. Certain sets 
of problems don’t work well on a mobile 
even if all the specs look good. The MHz 
may be there but the MB/s might not!



Memory: similarity to PC

As usual, cache-friendly algorithms are key to 
good performance

Favor linear processing of arrays over random 
accesses. Consider this when implementing data 
structures, scene traversals, per-vertex operations, 
skinning etc.

Table-based solutions can be troublesome:
If the operation you’re trying to “accelerate” can be 
implemented on the CPU/FPU in roughly the same 
time – don’t put in a table. An example of this may be 
bit-twiddling operations such as 888->565 or even 
table-based sin/cos approximations. Measure it!
Remember – caches can be smaller (or missing)



Memory: unlike a PC

Accessing memory costs power*
Accessing SDRAM powers HW I/O ports, drivers, etc
Page breaks cause even more overhead in the 
memory controller, which can use more power.
This makes algorithms that access memory in a well-
behaved manner even more important

High latencies compared to desktop
Not only are clocks lower, it can take more of them to 
start your memory transfer
These can be hidden with clever tricks, but not always!

(* well, this is also true on a desktop or console, but since 
they’re plugged into the wall – this is not a problem for them)



Mobile memory...

Typically, everyone in 
the system shares the 
same memory pool



Your memory “pie”

Audio Data
Texture Fetch
Display
FB Writes
Geometry
Other(?)



Your memory “pie”…

On a typical PC or 
console without UMA 
these can happen 
across a separate bus 
or on a graphics card 
and usually have little 
or no direct impact on 
your app performance



Who’s eating my pie?

Sound FX /  Music

Textures in your scene

Frame buffer to LCD

Tiles to frame buffer

App & tiles geometry data

OS, other apps, etc…



Some more proposals



Memory proposals

Try not to touch much memory (duh!)

Higher resolutions require more memory 
bandwidth for the display system

A typical 16-bit LCD display fetches your 
framebuffer at 60Hz
640x480x2 = ~35 MB/second (!)
- plus -
Your app writes
640x480x2 at your game framerate



Memory proposals

Audio mixing can hurt bandwidth too
Not to the same degree as textures
But don’t use CD-quality audio if you don’t 
need it.

Consider the effect of how much 
geometry your app generates

~400,000 (x,y,z,u,v) fp verts/sec = ~7.6 MB/s
Then include at least one multiple accesses 
per tile which yields (15+ MB/s) * tile overlap 
factor



Memory proposals

Use appropriate sized textures
Consider that LCD resolution is usually 
QVGA, so large textures are wasting memory 
and bandwidth on detail you often cannot see

Use mip-maps! In our test framework, 
this gains %10 to %15 performance

This is a double-win, from a memory 
bandwidth perspective and for image quality



Application behavior



App Behavior

Make your app/game power aware
Use only as much FPS as you need

If your game is playable at 15Hz –don’t draw any 
faster (perhaps “casual” games)

On the flip side, make sure you’re not 
exceeding the refresh rate of the LCD 

A 3D game with low-poly content can exceed 
this rate fairly easily

Especially if you’re “upgrading” from SW renderer
every frame you draw that doesn’t make it out to 
the display or contribute to gameplay was wasted 
power.



App behavior…

Got a fast CPU in that handset?
Maybe you don’t have to use it all…

Amortized calculations can be used to 
calculate things below the users 
awareness threshold.

Maybe distribute your AI calculations over a 
few frames, perhaps update your neat 
animated skybox or particle system a little bit 
each frame. If the user can’t tell – you saved 
CPU cycles, and power!



App behavior…

Define an “acceptable level of performance” for 
each portion of the game

Displaying a menu? Then throttle your FPS down. The 
average user can’t tell a menu isn’t running at 60FPS 
– honest.
In cut-scenes or waiting for user input – take that 
opportunity to throttle back your processing.

Design can also impact this – explain to your 
producer/designer that if she wants flashing, 
blinking, sliding menus with animated and 
skinned characters jumping around – this can 
impact battery life and therefore playtime in the 
game.  



Conclusion
There are a few key ways in which your 
mobile is not a little PC

It’s 0.3 GHz – be aware of your CPU use

It’s not a mini-3dfx in there – be aware the 
strengths and weakness of your mobile GPU

Memory is slow – be aware of bandwidth, 
cache behavior and memory accesses

It’s probably not plugged into the wall – be 
aware of how you can help or hinder battery 
life and play time



Any questions?
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